
COSC 3360/6310 - Operating Systems Fall 2016

Programming Assignment 4 - Disk Scheduling

Due Date: None. Do it for fun!

In the first part (70% of the assignment’s grade) of this assignment, you will implement the FIFO,
SSTF, and SCAN disk-scheduling algorithms and compare their performance. Write a driver pro-
gram to test these algorithms. During each iteration, the driver calls the function request(n), which
returns n as a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and maxtrack (the largest-numbered
track on the disk). For each algorithm, determine the average seek time (number of tracks traveled)
by the disk head to handle a given series of T requests.

The input to your simulator is as follows:

maxtrack /* largest-numbered track on the disk */

T /* total number of requests to the disk */

In the second part (30% of the assignment’s grade) of this assignment, you will incorporate the
disk scheduler in the disk driver process of the virtual memory manager implemented in assignment
2. You can model/emulate the disk as an array (or linked list) and disk tracks as elements in the
array. Assume each track on the disk stores one page frame. Also, to ensure a realistic simulation
(the disk access is much slower than main memory), the disk queue contains y requests (from page
faults requiring the reading of a page from the disk).

Input and Output:

The expanded input to your simulator is as follows:

tp /* total_number_of_page_frames (in main memory) */

sl /* maximum segment length (in number of pages) */

ps /* page size (in number of bytes) */

r /* number_of_page_frames_per_process for FIFO, LRU, LFU and OPT,

or delta (window size) for the Working Set algorithm */

x /* lookahead window size for OPT, 0 for others (which do not use this value) */

min

max

k /* total number of processes */

maxtrack /* (NEW) largest-numbered track on the disk */

y /* number of I/O requests in the disk queue */

pid1 size1 /* process_id followed by total number of page frames on disk */

size1-1 track for page "size1-1" /* (NEW) track where page size1-1 is stored */

pid2 size2

0 track for page "0" /* (NEW) track where page 0 is stored */

: :

size2-1 track for page "size2-1" /* (NEW) track where page size2-1 is stored */

: :

: :

pidk sizek



0 track for page "0" /* (NEW) track where page 0 is stored */

: :

sizek-1 track for page "sizek-1" /* (NEW) track where page sizek-1 is stored */

These parameters are followed by a list of process id and address pairs: pid addr. You need to
extract the segment number and page number from the address addr. The last address accessed
by process i is followed by: i -1.

The output from your simulator includes the following data. You may also show other useful
statistics.

number_of_page_faults for each process;

for Working Set, show the min and max size of the set and

total_number_of_page_faults;

total and average seek times for each combination of page replacement

and disk scheduling algorithms.
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